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Organizational  
History 

Available Space was conceived in 2010 by artist Michelle Weinberg, designer Annhy Shim and attorney Erika Pastoriza. Its 
original aim was to enhance the cultural landscape of South Florida by curating temporary art installations in vacant properties. 
Our tagline "Filling the Void" addressed the early stages of the now undeniable trend of emptying storefronts and businesses in 
cities large and small. A landing space on the world wide web was created - www.availablespacemiami.org. Calls to artists in 
South Florida went out. After presenting some successful projects (among them artist Sleeper x DuPont Building in downtown 
Miami), the group became frustrated by the excessive time spent pitching great projects by artists at unproductive meetings and 
the requirement of expensive liability insurance obstructing general progress. Available Space adopted a more flexible approach, 
and at the invitation of PULSE art fair, presented an installation and collage works of artist TJ Ahearn titled Jukebox in 2011. 
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Unrealized Project: vinyls for vacant storefronts, Downtown Miami Development Authority                         Artist: Alvaro Uribe 

!  
Unrealized Project: Construction Barriers for North Beach, Miami Beach                                                      Artist:  Jen Stark 
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After a hiatus, Weinberg refreshed the entity Available Space, and re-launched it as an umbrella for supporting and promoting 
artist initiatives of all kinds, emphasizing a light administrative footprint in order to direct all resources toward projects. A 
collaboration with Girls' Club, a foundation and collection of contemporary art by women in Fort Lauderdale and design sublime, a 
Miami gallery, led to the exhibition of more than 50 artists in More Women Painting in 2017. Fall 2017 saw a residency and 
exhibition of works curated by New York artist Austin Thomas called One Night. In 2018, installations Exchange of Views by Miami 
artist/designer Dimitry Chamy and mutatis mutandis by Miami artist Amalia Caputo were presented. These events, most hosted by 
Weinberg in her Miami studio, sparked conversations and inspired new relationships among artists and art appreciators. A new 
website was launched - availablespaceishere.com. An instagram account @available.space vigorously promotes artist initiatives - 
defined as freeform projects imagined and implemented by artists, largely outside of conventional support systems such as  
commercial galleries, museums and art centers.  
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Currently, Available Space serves as a presenter, publisher, promoter and facilitator of projects generated by artists that innovate 
in technical or social aspects, that cross disciplinary lines, and that address themselves to audiences from all walks of life. 
Weinberg defines Available Space as a flexible platform not tethered to any particular location, and in this way remains ready for 
new challenges and partnerships. The publication of a limited edition artists book titled Double Trouble by Weinberg and South 
Florida poet Denise Duhamel is in the works, in collaboration with partners and consultants ranging from Ingrid Schindall of IS 
Projects in Fort Lauderdale, Mixed Use Space, LLC and 2urn.com, a graphic and web design imprint. Other projects in planning 
stages are Artists Draw Their Studios, a publication and exhibitions, and an augmented reality (AR) project that matches artists 
being priced out of their studios with vacant commercial spaces in the cities where they live. 

Available Space is responsive to changes that affect artists' lives and economies, how they inhabit their places of work and what 
methodologies they use to make and disseminate their work. Frequently collaborating with a close-knit group of colleagues in 
Miami and in New York, Available Space is a relevant platform for stimulating new art and audience experiences. 

info@availablespaceishere.com


